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Practicing youth civic engagement and active citizenship:
European Citizenship  Trimester

Programme
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From Ambulance Drivers in two World Wars to
an international volunteering organisation

promoting educational exchanges:

•3 months-1 year
•15-18 year olds

•school and host family based
•60 organisations operating in 110 countries

European Federation for Intercultural Learning:
AFS organisations in Europe
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The AFS Network
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• from a pilot idea of 2006
• 250 European pupils (16-18) – for 3 months
• from 22 countries – hosted in 25 countries
• hosted in families and secondary schools
• full immersion in another culture: intercultural

learning with a direct link to active European
citizenship

• at the end of the exchange all participants meet at
the ECTP Camp in Brussels for 3 days

European Citizenship  Trimester Programme
www.ectp.eu
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A “red thread” throughout the programme
BEFORE

• explore self, identity, culture and aspects of citizenship.

DURING
• learn or improve foreign language
• make friends and engage with host school and community
• move from “marginal” to “accepted” position
• explore similarities and differences between home and

host country

AFTER
• re-integrate in home schools and community, engage in

volunteering and conduct active citizenship projects
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Key competences for lifelong learning

communication in the mother tongue
communication in foreign languages

mathematical competence and basic competences in
science and technology

digital competence
learning to learn

social and civic competences
sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

cultural awareness and expression

European Parliament and Council, 18 December 2006
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The European Quality Charter for
Mobility

Recommendation on mobility
for students, persons undergoing training, volunteers,

teachers and trainers

information and guidance
learning plan

personalisation
general preparation
linguistic aspects
logistical support

mentoring
recognition

reintegration and evaluation

European Parliament and Council 18 December 2006
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Key element 1: Mentoring and recognition

VOLUNTEERS before-during-after
o Volunteers trained at national and European levels
o Tools to ensure the quality of preparation of participants on

living abroad and on active citizenship: Manual of activities,
Videos showing testimonies of active citizens @
www.afsactivecitizens.org

SCHOOLS
o Head-teachers and teachers promote and support

exchanges
o Recognise the academic period spent abroad
o Use the exchange participant to foster active citizenship

ideas within the classroom
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Key element 2: ECTP Brussels Camp

- share experiences and appreciate European
diversity

- reflect on their own changes during programme
- explore different aspects of active citizenship in

Europe, recognise their importance and get
motivated

- link active citizenship values and European
integration

- visit the European Parliament as a key example
of intercultural exercise of democracy.

- plan on their active involvement back at home
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What do they learn?
The skills  that pupils may
acquire through an
intercultural experience can
be grouped under four areas
of growth and change (Grove
1984):

• personal values and skills
• interpersonal relationship-

building
• intercultural knowledge and

sensitivity
• and global issues-awareness.

Cornelius Grove, Bettina Hansel -
"Learning by Doing: What a High School
Student Can Learn from a Homestay
Abroad" ,1984.
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Research on educational outcomes
• Impact of AFS Experience: Hammer Consulting, 2005

– intercultural competences & effectiveness ( DMIS),
intercultural anxiety, language acquisition, knowledge of the
host culture, level of intercultural interaction

– 3 surveys: before, right after & 6 months after exchange, with
participants, their natural families & their host families

• Impact of Living Abroad: University of Essex, 2014
– acculturation, (bi-, inter-, extra-) cultural learning, intergroup

processes, cultural distance
– 9 online surveys for each participant, spread over 18 months

This image cannot currently be displayed.
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Study on Active Citizenship Education
DG Education and Culture - 2007

“From the variety of themes
it becomes clear that active
citizenship is not only about
exercising civil rights and
democracy but also about
socio-cultural issues,
including the integration of
minorities and including
multicultural issues.
Empowerment and "giving
people a voice" as well as
taking responsibility and
leadership were frequent
topics.”

• Building blocks of Active
Citizenship Education

• Citizenship as engagement in the
direction of these values

• (participation, skills)
• Citizenship as an attitude of

respect
• of these values
• (tolerance, non-violent behaviour)
• Citizenship as awareness of these

values and of what they imply
• (knowledge)
• Fundamental values underlying

the
• definitions:
• Human Rights, Civil Rights
• Democracy, Multiculturality; etc.
• Cognitive affective
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Thank you!


